
KANGAROOS IN THE A.C.T. 

'Culling' kangaroos is unnecessary and harms the environment 

* Kangaroos are a keystone species, ie, at natural (not "culled") 
densities, they are critical to maintaining the other native 
plants and animals that share their habitat.

* Killing kangaroos is therefore NOT protecting threatened 
species. It is actually further endangering them.

* CSIRO Plant Industries has confirmed that, on ACT reserves, 
three kangaroos per hectare are better for the environment than 
none, and more than three per hectare could not be found.

* Kangaroos do not overpopulate. At natural (not "culled") 
densities, their death rate equals their birth rate. When food is 
scarce  kangaroos simply stop breeding.

* Female kangaroos give birth only once a year. They also 
suffer a high (50% to 100%) level of infant mortality.

* This means that when kangaroo populations are reduced
( e.g. by "culling"), they cannot grow back faster than about 
10% per year. The ACT Government kills them at 30% per 
year. This guarantees extinction within a few years.

* When urban kangaroos are made homeless by development, 

translocation is a well-proven,  humane alternative.
For forther information, including source references, see the Animal Protectors Alliance website at

http://animalprotectors.com.au. Follow the links though: Issues> Native Animals> Kangaroo

Killin Kangaroos in the A.C.T. 
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Moreover, after 8 years of killing, no study has ever shown any ecological benefits from the "culls" 
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This cruel and senseless slaughter costs ACT taxpayers hundreds of thousands of dollars eve1y year 

Collisions with kangaroos are caused by the ACT Govenunent's failure to plan for wildlife coITidors, 
together with inappropriate speed limits and inadequate road safety enforcement 



 




